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I. Background

The development of transport statistics at national, sub-regional and

regional levels covering various transport modes has been the concern of many

transport agencies and institutions in Africa as a result of the data bank project

which the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) and the World Bank

embarked upon in 1991 within the framework of implementation of UNTACDA

II and SSATP programmes. In the field of maritime ports the Port Management

Association of Eastern and Southern Africa (PMAESA) approached ECA in

1997 to draw up the terms of reference for a survey on the establishment of a

data base at PMAESA Headquarters for all PMAESA ports. The terms of

reference were prepared as requested, presented to PMAESA Council Meeting

in 1998 and were approved. ECA was again requested by the 1999 Council to

spearhead a pilot study. The ports of Djibouti were selected for data collection

but later it was proposed that one or two ports should be added. This resulted

into adding the ports of Mauritius and La Reunion.

Following the restructuring of PMAESA in 1999, it was decided to revise

the terms of reference and the scope and coverage of the study. As a result of

the revision the port of Djibouti was dropped. The Revised Version requested

mainly for harmonization and standardization of ports data using the experience

of the ports of Mombasa, Mauritius and La Reunion. The revised terms of

reference is attached as Annex I to this report.

II. Objectives of the mission

The objectives of the mission were two fold:

♦ To provide a clear picture of the statistical activities performed in the

three ports, following an in-depth review of the type of information

available, its relevance, coverage and timeliness on the one hand and, on

the other, the procedures used for data collection, processing and
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dissemination, including issues pertaining to commodity classification

schemes and the underlying concepts and definitions; and

♦ To formulate general guidelines for the harmonization of port statistics in

PMAESA member ports.

III. Mission methodology

The mission was undertaken jointly with a representative of Development

Information Services Division (DISD), Mr. Koffi Amelewonou, a Statistician,

who covered data collection in the three ports of La Reunion, Mauritius, and

Mombasa. Because of time constraints the representative of RCID visited only

the ports of Mauritius and Mombasa jointly with the DISD representative. On

completion of data collection the report requested by PMAESA was jointly

prepared in Addis Ababa after the data collection missions.

The report was finalized on time and submitted to PMAESA secretariat.

It was to be presented to the PMAESA Executive Council Meeting at a later date

for considerations.

The terms of reference for the survey is attached to the mission report as

Annex I. The report prepared as a result of the data collection mission is

attached as an Annex II to this mission report.

IV. Observations

The mission confirmed the need for harmonization of ports data before

the establishment of a ports data base at PMAESA.

♦ Some differences in data collection arise from the type of port regime and

cannot be harmonized because of special requirements of those who own

the port. The port of Mauritius, which is a privatized port, has a different

pattern of data compared to La Reunion and Mombasa which are

parastatals operating directly under the ministries of transport in their

respective countries.
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♦ For a private port to furnish accurate data to its landlord, methodology of

data collection and dissemination must be agreed upon during earlier

stages of the privatization process. Mauritius Ports Authority has

achieved this without any problems compared to any other privatized

ports in Africa.

♦ It was not possible to choose any of the three ports as a special pilot case

for harmonized data, therefore PMAESA will have to expand the survey

to cover all the remaining ports in stages (see guidelines under section B

ofthe report) .
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REVISED TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE PMAESA PORT

STATISTICS DATABASES

t. PHASE 1

a. Survey of the statistical systems implemented in the various PMAESA ports

(i) Objectives

The primary purpose of this survey is to get a clear picture of the type of information available in

PMAESA ports, In terms of:

- source of Information

- coverage

- conventions and definitions used for statistics

- authority or department responsible of the data collection

00 Modalities

This survey will concern at) PMAESA ports, but in-depth studies will be performed on selected ports. In

order to ensure the study wil take into account aU the handicaps and potentialities of the various

systems, two extremes will be sefectad. The choice of the ports of MOMBASA and PORT REUNION

for the in-depth analysis are justified by the following facts:

- one is an island, and therefore concentrating more on transhipment traffic, the second one Is on

the continent with a specific interest in transit traffic

- one is in an English speaking country, the other one is in a French speaking country

- one has a limited scope, by several aspects, the other one is more comprehensive

- finally, information available on both ports can be easy obtained by PMAESA Secretariat

in addition, the opportunity to include the survey of PORT LOUIS is an added advantage of the choice.

The survey of PMAESA ports will be mainly performed hy PMAESA Secretariat by mail and direct
phone contacts, to ensure the maximum levd of response, according to a questionnaire Jointly defined

by PMAESA and ECA.

The in-depth analysts would Ideally also jointly performed by ECA and PMAESA.

(Hi) Outputs

The main expected outputs of the survey are the following:

- identification of focal points in each ports for statistical queries, with the possibility to form a

committee of PMAESA statistical experts

- identification of the conventions and definitions used (units or TBJ for container traffic,

transhipment, sniffings, transit traffic operational data, teveJ of confidential*/ of the information.
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b. Preparation of a booklet on the conventions and definitions

(i) Qbjec&ms

As outlined above, ports have several conventions for the various components of their traffic. For

instance:

- before 1999, Port-Louis was including transhipment traffic only once, in compliance with their

tariffs, white the standard convention is to count it twice. Sometimes also, transhipment traffic ts

not differentiated between loading and unloading.

• some ports are including shifting of containers in their throughput, while others are not

- some ports are counting containers as units, while others ar* converting me throughput in TEU

- transit traffic Is monitored or not, depending on the importance of this component for the port

operational data is highly variable from one port to another, and within the same port, form one

type of traffic to another, making difficult comparison between ports, which in Itself is not

necessary, but also for time series for an individual port, as changes in the traffic pattern* can

impact on productivity without any significant changes in the level of productivity on a specific

traffic. To iKustrats this, productivity of container handSng in Port Reunion is extremely different

between the shipping lines serving the Asia trade and the lines serving the European trade, in a

ratio of almost one to two.

(it) ModaHbes

ECA wiil prepare a summary of the conventions, based on the previous survey, with the assistance of

PMAESA Secretariat This booklet wiU be submitted for confirmation to all PMAESA ports.

(in) Output

Tnis booklet will constitute a technical paptr available for public consultation. It will also be

instrumental in the future harmonisation of the statistics.

c. Carnmttteo of statistical experts

The committee of statistical experts wiil have th» future responsibilities:

- to draft the guidelines for the harmonisation of port statistics

• co ensure the transmission of the available databases to the PMAESA Secretariat

d. Guidelines /or th« harmonization of port statistics

(0 Objectives

The statistical systams implemented in the various ports are taking into account several constraints:

- availability of primary information

tariffs, which dictates relevant information to monitor
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• partal extemaliSBtion of some services

- specie emphasis on some parti if tht traffic for marketing purposes

Therefore, trie objective of a total harmontsation is not realistic, but at teast. compatibility should be

ensured.

(II) Modalities

ECA will draft the guidelines, in close co-operation with PMAESA Secretariat.

(HI) Output

The guidelines will constitute a component of the terms of reference for future development of the

statistical systems in the various PMAESA ports.

e. Data transfer to PMAESA Secretariat

(i) Objective

It is not necessary to develop a comprehensive statistical system to start to collect data from ports. All
available, information in the various poos will be collected oy the Secretariat under any format used by

the ports, whether paper or computerised.

0i) Output

Relying on the bookJet on the conventions, a basic harmonisation, where possibte, will be performed
on the statistics, and a summary prepared for inclusion in the progress report.

II. PHASE li

The second phase of this stuay should be defined further after the Executive Committee meeting of

PMAESA that wilt hold in June in Mombasa. However, some indications could be given here of the
possible extensions at the study.

a. Development of marketing tools for ports

(I)

The primary usa of &tat»stics for the ports is a management too*, in order to monitor performances and

to design a marketing strategy.

UNCTAD has published soma notes on this suDjeo, and an aaaotation to the context of Eastern and

Southern Africa, elaborated oy PMA£SAsmttst>cai experts, would De a valuable contribution.

(ii) Output

PMAESA. with the assistance of ECA, should prepare guidelines for harmonised indicators relevant 10

markeDng departments.
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b, Port statistics observatories

(i) Objectives

The project to create transport observatories in West Africa which unfortunately did not materialisad,

could be adapted tor Eastern and Southern Aftfca.

The project for West Africa waa comprehensive, but the system could be gradually built using the Port

authorities as main providers, because:

- most of the raw information is available in the ports

- Port authorities have a direct interest for marketing purposes, to monitor this information.

(n) Output

A comprehensive database, including operational and trade information, cotid be maintained at the

Secretariat avaiiabte for public consultation through the website of the Association.

c. Technical assistance for ports

Assistance for ports wfttng to develop or upgrade their statistical monitoring could be either direct
through the port statistics experts committee, or indirect to identify potential donors for the project if

the scope justifies it

UK TIME FRAME

1 MARCH APRIL MAY 1 JUNE

Survey ^^^^^^^^^^^^l^^HH

• Questionnaire ^^^^^^^^^^^fl

- ! denotation of focal point ^^^^H

Port Reunion and Mauritius survey ^^^^^m

- Momoasa survey

Analyse

Draft for conventions

Draft for guidelines

i

Data collection f

Progress report

■■■
I
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INTRODUCTION

1 A survey on the statistical systems in place in the ports of Reunion, Mauritius and

Mombasa was conducted from 12 to 22 April 2000, at the request of the Port

Management Association of Eastern and Southern Africa (PMAESA). Its primary

objectives were two fold:

(i) to provide a clear picture of the statistical activities performed in the three

ports, following an in-depth review of the type of information available, its

relevance, coverage and timeliness on the one hand and, on the other, the

procedures used for data collection, processing and dissemination,

including issues pertaining to commodity classification schemes and the

underlying concepts and definitions;

(ii) To formulate general guidelines for the harmonisation of port statistics in

PMAESA member states.

2. It is to be noted that in June 1991, ECA and the World Bank commissioned a

survey of transport data in Sub-Saharan Africa. The survey was carried out by two

Canadian Consultants under a programme called "Sub-Saharan African Transport

Programme" (SSATP), which the two organisations were implementing with assistance

of UNDP within the framework of the second United Nations Transport and

Communications Decade in Africa (UNTACDA II). The survey concluded the first stage

of a comprehensive study on transport data in Africa and highlighted the problems faced

when collecting, processing and disseminating transport statistics in Africa. The

objective of the study was to improve the quality, reliability and relevance of transport

statistics systems in Africa as a basis for better decision-making in support of operations

and investment.

3. In the field of maritime transports, the study concluded that the extent of quality

of data collection and analysis varies greatly between different ports. It was found that

the majority of ports in the region were compiling data and performance indicators for

the purposes of port management, control, and planning. This still remains the case and

3



has again been reconfirmed during the fact finding mission by ECA Experts which was

conducted to the ports of Reunion, Mauritius, and Mombasa at the request of the Port

Management Association of Eastern and Southern Africa (PMAESA).

4. The Association currently intends to harmonise and standardise port statistics for

its members as a first step towards the long-term objective of establishing a sub-

regional port statistics database for use by the Association and its members. The

mission noted that from the point of view of sub-regional, regional and international

comparability, serious problems still exist arising from the fact that the scope of activities

performed by Port Authorities varies from port to port, depending on the status and

corporate objectives of each port. For example, Mombasa is operating as a port

authority, responsible for cargo handling; thus the employment count produced by that

port is a complete measure of human resources used to operate the port. At the

extreme, Mauritius Port Authority is a landlord" authority port, with all its cargo handling

carried out by a private Cargo Handling Company Limited (CHCL). Also some basic

statistical definitions and data collection procedures adopted by these ports vary and

need to be harmonised.

5. Although it was observed during the mission that a useful UNCTAD Primer (Port

Performance Indicators) had been issued as long ago as 1979, somewhat disappointing

progress has been achieved in the introduction of the proposed port statistics

improvements and standardisation programme. Sub-regional approaches to

standardisation and harmonisation of port statistics and performance indicators would

have been much easier had the UNCTAD approach been applied by all ports and

updated where necessary.

6. The first chapter of this report highlights differences identified between the

statistical systems in place in the three ports visited, it is clear from the experiences of

the three ports visited that PMAESA is right in making efforts to harmonise and

standardise ports data in the sub-region. Some reasons for this are the following:



(i) Much work is still required to specify data needs of the various ports and

key indicators. It would be useful, in order to achieve that objective, to

disseminate best practices and to encourage ports in the sub-region to

adopt practices and indicators recommended in the UNCTAD Premier.

(ii) Input data should continue to be collected on ports with respect of berths,

cargo handing equipment anc! employment (with proper signalization of

scope of work to which such data refer). Output data should be

standardised and should continue to be collected in respect of tonnes of

cargo moved with a breakdown of type of cargo, transit/transhipment

traffic and ship movements, etc.

(iii) Key statistical indicators should be compiled and standardised for ports in

the sub-region covering the areas of port productivity, time spent by ships

in ports, losses due to damage and pilferage, average cost pert output

unit, equipment availability and equipment utilisation.

(iv) Financial data are in a much less satisfactory condition; this is an area,

which should be carefully addressed as they are necessary for the

development of reliable and useful financial indicators.

7. Most of these data exist in the ports visited but in an unharmonised manner and

cannot be used at sub-regional level. In visw of large investments which the ports

represent and their key role in handling international trade (as well as coastal and inter-

island traffic), the efficiency of this sub-sector is of considerable importance. This

justifies serious efforts in filling up the existing gaps in harmonisation, standardisation,

and general improvements in the quality of available data before the establishment of a

sub-regional database at PMAESA headquarters.

8. In other respects, it is worth mentioning that the fact finding mission by ECA

Experts to the ports of Reunion. Mauritius and Mombasa was guided by the principles

and objectives of the Addis Ababa Plan of Action for Statistical Development in Africa in

the 1990's which recommends that the transoort and communications sector should be

regarded as one of the priority areas in national statistical programmes of ECA member

States, in view of the important share of this sector in their gross domestic product



(GDP) as weli as its potential contribution to the transformation and restructuring of

African economies.

9 jne fact finding mission by ECA ai^o had in mind the major challenges for

statistical development in Africa in the 2000s that were identified by the Committee on

Development Information (CODI) at its first session held in Addis Ababa (Ethiopia)

from 28 June to 2 July in 1999. Among these challenges were, inter-alia, issues

relating to-:

- New data needs, including performance indicators, intra-african trade

statistics and other basic data required for the operationalization and

management of the African Economic Community;

- Improvement of the quality and timeliness of statistical data through the

establishment of an adequate information machinery on the one hand and,

on the other, technical control of the quality of information at the collection,

processing and dissemination stages;

- Development of national capacities for data collection, processing, analysis

and dissemination through organisation of practical short-term training

courses, workshops and exchange of experiences among countries:

- Organisation and management of statistical systems;

- Use of new information and comrr.^ lication technologies; and

- Establishment of partnerships at national, sub-regional, regional and

international levels for the improvement and development of statistical

information.

10. The outcome of the survey conducted by ECA is in full support of actions and

activities which PMAESA and its members intend to carry out to improve ports statistics

and promote compilation of performance indicators by all ports in the sub-region for the

establishment of a sub-regional ports database.



A. MAIN FEATURES OF THE STATISTICAL SYSTEMS IN PLACE IN THE THREE

PORTS VISITED.

A.1. PORT REUNION (13-14 April 2000)

11. Port Reunion is a government entity, placed under the Ministry of Trade and

Industry. It consists of two units, namely the Public Works Department (Direction

Departementaie de I'Equipement-DDE) and the Port Authority, which is managed by

Reunion Island Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

12. The Public Works Department (DDE) is responsible, among other functions, for

statistical activities at Port Reunion. It compiles, processes electronically and releases

port traffic and management statistics, on monthly and annual bases. The Port Traffic

and Management Statistics Yearbook produced by the DDE is well organized and

packaged. Indeed, this publication contains not only data relating to the reference

period, but also statistical series, graphs, clear and concise analyses of the data. The

1999 issue of the Yearbook was released a few weeks before the arrival of the mission

at St-Denis. It consists of five sections as follows:

(i) 1999 Figures: overall traffic 1999 (throughput in metric tons and output/

input coverage; traffic linked to construction business; overall traffic

excluding bulk); geographical distribution (traffic by area and cargo type,

input and output breakdown; percentage increase); container traffic;

transhipment; number of calls: activity distribution; and, berth occupancy;

(ii) Ships: harbour activity in relation to traffic type; changes in the number of

liner services;

(iii) Traffics: Commodity detail; traffic by origin or destination; cargo type

(general trends and bulk trades ); container ( container traffic evolution;

container in : 20740' breakdown; container traffic by origin and

destination); transhipment traffic;

(iv) Quay: Berth occupancy rate; waiting time before access to berth; Port

Reunion productivity (Liner trades; bulk cargo handled at Port Quest and

Port Est (solid and liquid bulk);

7



(v) Statistical series: summary tables; activity distribution Port Ouest-Port

Est; container traffic (import; export; total); traffic by activity sector (sugar

cane industry; energy; building materials; agricultural products and

foodstuffs; traffic by geographic area; passenger traffic.

13. Productivity constitutes one of the key performance indicators compiled at Port

Reunion within the framework of the existing port statistics system. It is defined as the

relation between handled tonnage and total duration, i.e. the time that elapses between

the moment when the ship comes alongside quay and sails out. The performance

indicator thus obtained measures gross productivity, as time considered includes idle

periods (waiting before handling starts, night time, watting before sailing).

14. With respect to monthly port traffic and management statistics, the latest

available data released by the DDE as at April 2000 refer to January 2000. In addition to

graphs on general trends of the traffic by cargo type and on total tonnage handled, they

include figures on:

(i) Harbour activity: number of ship calls; overall traffic by cargo type in tons

(liquid bulk, solid bulk, container, break bulk); percentage increase;

(ii) Passenger traffic (excluding cruise lines): inbound and outbound

traffic;

(iii) Performance indicators: berth occupancy rate at Port Est; commodity

containerisation rate ( inbound traffic + outbound traffic + transhipment;

inbound traffic, excluding transhipment: inbound by outbound traffic

coverage rate:

(iv) Fishing: outbound: inbound:

(v) Total number of visitors recorded at Port Reunion, especially the

youth.

15. Cargo statistics are based on ship's manifests and include tare weight, the latter

being classified according to contents. With respect to container number, cargo

handling companies statements are also used. These constitute an alternative source,

which is more accurate than ships manifests.



16. The mission noted that the data on commodity detail derived from ship's

manifests are not fully reliable with respect to container traffic, as they relate sometimes

to the main commodity. Furthermore, efforts should be made to improve available

information on traffic by origin, as well as on transhipment traffic.

17. The commodity classification system being used by the DDE to compile traffic

and port management statistics is the 1968 edition of the "Nomenclature uniforme des

marchandises pour les statistiques de transport - NST" ( Standard Commodity

Classification for Transport Statistics), which was developed by Experts of the European

Union in close collaboration with the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe.

It was noted that although the NST is less detailed than the Harmonised System (HS), a

correspondence can be worked out at a relatively aggregated level between the two

classifications.

18. The mission held discussions with officials of the Societe Reunionaise de

Services Maritimes (SRSM), which is one of the main users of the data compiled by the

DDE. The officials of the SRSM expressed satisfaction about the overall quality and

coverage of the available annual statistics on port traffic, even though the data on

commodity detail, traffic by origin and destination, cargo type and container traffic

evolution still require further refinement.

19. On the other hand, the officials met by the ECA experts emphasised the urgent

need to improve the timeliness of available monthly data on port traffic in view of their

importance for short-term analyses of the market. In this context, the SRMS has taken

the necessary steps to compile its own monthly statistics on a regular basis by

processing all the items of data recorded on ship's manifests.

20. Finally, the mission noted the availability, at the Departmental Customs Office, of

very detailed and reliable annual and monthly cargo statistics at the commodity level,

including data on commodity traffic by origin. These statistics are compiled on the basis

of custom's declarations submitted by shipping companies and can be used for in-depth

economic analyses. The classification scheme adopted by the Departmental Customs

Office for grouping the commodities is the Harmonised System (HS).

9



A.2. MAURITIUS PORTS AUTHORITY (17-18 April 2000)

21. Following the proclamation of the Ports Act 1998 on 1 August 1998, the former

Mauritius Marime Authority (MMA), which was set up in 1976, was renamed the

Mauritius Ports Authority (MPA) with a change in status and corporate objectives.

Whereas the MMA was basicafly a "tool operating port"r thus providing finance for

construction of facilities, infrastructures procurement of equipment and also acting as a

port operator, the New Ports Act 1998 established the MPA as a land lord port authority

with regulating and controlling powers over port activities and services, including

granting short or long-term (eases or concessions for both land use and the operations

of vessels.

22. in general terms, the port statistics system in place at the MPA may be described

as follows:

(i) The MPA is using UNCTAD Recommendations on Port Statistics, a copy

of which was made available to the ECA fact finding mission;

(ii) The main source of the data compiled by the MPA is the manifest; this

document is regarded as a reliable source, although there still exist a few

description problems:

(iii) Data on the origin and destination of merchandise are not processed, due

to lack of staff;

(iv) A yearly publication on port statistics is released by the MPA;

(v) Monthly data are available; although these data are not published; they

are made available upon request to shipping companies and other users.

23. The Public Relations Office of the MPA handed over to the mission copies of a

variety of publications released by the Authority, including its Annual Report 1998/99.

The mission was also given two sets of available statistical series on port traffic and

management compiled by the MPA en annual and monthly bases.

24. The Annual Report 1998/99 of the MPA contains statistical and financial data for

the period under review, namely:

10



(i) General trends-comparison 1994/95 to 1998/99: operating revenue;

operating expenditure; profit (loss); employee numbers; bulk cargo; total

port trade (millions of tonnes); total container trade (thousands of TEU's)

(ii) Trade performance 1998/99: total imports (in metric tonnes), with

information on main areas of growth (bagged rice, bulk coal and petroleum

products) and decrease (bulk bitumen and bulk cement); total exports (in

metric tonnes) and main areas of growth (container, sugar, molasses and

fertiliser exports; ships' bunkers); container trade (full and empty

container imports and exports);

(iii) Transhipment and Freeport traffic 1998/99: total Transhipment,

container traffic; Freeport container traffic.

(iv) Vessels' traffic 1998/99: total number of calls; container vessels calls;

unitised/break bulk vessels calls1;

(v) Productivity at the New Container Terminal-Period January to June

1999: Equivalent Container Moves/Gross Crane Hour (ECM/GCH);

(vi) Financial Review 1998/99: operating revenue by type of revenue (vessel

dues; operating expenses; operating surplus; interest cover; quick cover;

operating ratio; return on net fixed assets; gearing ratio.

25. Other statistical data compiled on annual and monthly bases and currently

available at the MPA include:

(i) Percentage of berth occupancy-Calendar year 1991 - 1999 and

Financial year 1993/94 1998/99;

(i) Container traffic handled in terms of TEU's-Calendar year 1987-1999

and financial year 1986/87 1998/99: imports, exports and Trans in

(landed and empty),

(ii) Cargo traffic by item-Calendar year 1994-1999 and Financial year

1943/94 - 1998/99: bagged cargo (imports; exports; total); bulk cargo

(imports; exports; total); containerised (imports, exports, Trans in, total);

inter-island (imports, exports; total); fish (local market, Trans in, Trans

out; total); grand total; percentage increase;

11



(iii) Vessels traffic-Calendar year 1984-1999 and Financial year 1983/84 -

1998/99: number of vessels per category; total excluding fish, others,

grand total;

(iv) Cargo and operational performance recapitulation-all categories -

January/December 1999 (monthly data): number of ships; number of

days (arrival/departure) number of containers; number of TEU's; number

of moves; total time spent in port (hours), total time spent at berth (hours);

pre-berthing time (hours); gross working time (hours); non operational time

(hours), idle time (hours), actual moves per ship hour (in port; at berth; in

working hours); moves per ship's day in port; gross crane hours; delays in

crane hours; net crane hours; moves per gross crane hours; moves per

net crane hours; average moves per ship January/December 1999; pre-

berthing per ship January/December 1999; average moves per ship hour

January/December 1999 (in port; at berth; in working hours), average

moves per gross crane hours January/December 1999; average moves

per net crane hours January/December 1999;

(v) Vessels attaining productivity target by category of vessel-January

15th December 31st 1999 (Monthly data): productivity target phase I to be

attained by category of vessels; total number of ships attaining

productivity target; percentage attaining productivity target;

(vi) Container traffic (TEU's) per shipping line 1999 (full and empty)

imports exports; Trans (inward); total.

26. The Cargo Handling Corporation Limited (CHCL), which has been given the total

responsibility to operate Terminals I and II and also the New Container Terminal (NCT

under a concession contract, plays an important role in the compilation of port traffic

and management statistics at the MPA. Indeed, the CHCL compiles, in addition to

monthly ship and crane productivity statements per category of vessels, detailed

monthly statistics on bulk, general cargo and container traffic (captive, Transhipment

and Freeport traffic). It also carries out monthly analyses of full and empty containers

(discharged; loaded; Transhipment landed and loaded; total number of units: total

Teus). The latest monthly data available as at mid-April 2000 at the CHCL refer to

March 2000.
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27. With respect to productivity measures, it is important to note the following:

(i) At the MPA, the productivity targets have been defined in a phased

manner (three phases were agreed upon in the concession contract) so

as to take into account the teething problems until complete

commissioning of all yard equipment;

(ii) Crane productivity measures the number of equivalent container

movements per crane working hour; it is usually expressed as equivalent

container movements per gross crane working hour and/or equivalent

container movements per net working crane hour (deducting from gross

crane working hour all non-operational time and idle times experienced by

each crane); the measure of equivalent container moves is obtained by

counting: (a) each container discharged from vessels; (b) each container

loaded into vessels: (c) each container shifted to gain access to another

and, (d) each container moved to another position at the request of the

ship operator:

(iii) Ship productivity, which constitutes an efficiency indicator of ship

operations, is the output achieved per ship working hour; it is expressed in

four measures as follows:

(a) equivalent container moves per ship-hour in port;

(b) equivalent container moves per ship-hour at berth;

(c) equivalent container moves per gross ship working hour; and,

(d) equivalent container moves per net ship working hour

(iv) Non operational time is time when the berth is not scheduled to work

(meal breaks and other breaks); idle times are times when work has

stopped for unscheduled reasons (e.g. equipment break down)

28. The fact finding mission by ECA also met with officials of the National Customs

Office, which captures data on port traffic from customs declarations. The data compiled

by the National Customs Office are made available to the Central Statistical Office

(CSO), on a monthly basis. The MPA can therefore liaise with the CSO to obtain

reliable statistical information on port traffic by commodity (volume and salue). It was

observed that bulk supply of data is also possible.
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29. The fact finding mission noted that the classification scheme used by the

National Customs Office for grouping the commodities is the Harmonised System (HS).

In order to ensure consistency of customs declarations, random physical checks (RPCs)

are made from time to time. Moreover, no movements of transit shipments are

authorised without declaration of entry and exit.

30. Finally, it shouid be mentioned that the MPA uses a national classification

scheme for compiling port traffic and management statistics. No correspondence has

been worked out yet between this classification and the Harmonised System (HS) or

any other international standard classification of commodities.

A.3. KENYA PORTS AUTHORITY (20 - 21 APRIL 2000)

31. The Kenya Ports Authority (KPA) is a government entity, placed under the

Ministry of Transport and Communications. The KPA is operating as a port authority

responsible for cargo handling and general operations of the ports, including provision

of marine services.

32. At the KPA, statistical activities are performed by the Corporate Development

Department whose main function is to co-ordinate the various programmes in the area

of port development. Broadly speaking, the Department collects data on port traffic and

equipment as well as personnel statistics (number of persons employed by the KPA,

housing schemes, medica! facilities, training and staff development).

33. The data collected are tabulated, analysed and presented in the form of reports.

These are used internally for the management of the port and for decision-making. As

about 80 percent of the total external trade of Kenya comes through Mombasa which is

the only international port of the country, the available data are also used by

government bodies, the Central Bank and university researchers for various purposes,

such as formulation, monitoring and evaluation of national development plans,

economic analysis and research, compilation of the Balance of Payments and provision

of inputs for the Annual Economic Survey.
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34. Monthly, quarterly and annual data are produced, fully computerized and readily

available for users. The annual data refer to the calendar year. However, the Corporate

Development Department indicated that these can also be compiled for the financial

year, should the need arise.

35. With respect to timeliness of the data, the ECA experts noted that the KPA had

released the 1998 issue of the Annual Bulletin of Port Statistics before the arrival of the

mission at Mombasa, as well as monthly statistical information up to February 2000. It

was expected that the 1999 issue of the Annual Bulletin of Port Statistics, which was

under finalisation, would become available towards the end of May 2000. Similarly,

compilation of the data for March 2000 was in process of completion and the KPA was

planning to disseminate them as of mid-May 2000.

36. The 1998 Annual Bulletin of Port Statistics has maintained the wide coverage of

statistical information that characterized the previous editions, it contains indeed over

forty categories of items of data, namely:

(i) Traffic handled at the Port of Mombasa in thousands dead-weight

tonnes (DWT), 1994 - 1998: total imports (dry general cargo; dry buik

cargo; P.O.L. in buik; other bulk liquids); total exports (dry general cargo;

dry bulk cargo; P.O.L. in bulk; bunker oils; other bulk liquids); total imports

and exports (total dry cargo; total bulk liquids); transhipment; grand total;

(ii) Imports and Exports of principal commodities 1994-1998 in

thousands DWT, by cargo type: dry bulk, bulk liquids; oils;

(iii) Monthly and quarterly evolution of container traffic 1994 - 1998 in

TEU's;

(iv) Container Traffic 1994-1998-Number of TEU's (by status): imports (full;

empty; total) Transhipment (full; empty, total); grand total;

(v) Transit Traffic 1994-1998 in thousands DWT by country of origin or

destination: imports, exports and total (by country); grand total (imports;

exports; total);

(vi) Monthly evolution of general cargo traffic (DWT), 1989-1998;

(vii) Monthly evolution of dry bulk cargo (DWT), 1989-1998;
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(viii) Monthly evolution of bulk liquid cargo at Port of Mombasa (DWT),

1989-1998,

(ix) Ship arrival rate 1994-1998 (dry cargo Deep Sea and Coasters only):

monthly, quarterly and annual data;

(x) Arrival of all ships in 1999: number and type (monthly data): Deep

Sea (dry general; dry bulk; container specialised; cargo/passenger; bulk

oil tankers; other bulk carriers; passengers; others); Coasters (dry general;

bulk oil tankers; passenger cargo); grand total;

(xi) Analysis of ship waiting time 1994-1998: number of waiting ships:

monthly and annual data;

(xii) Ship waiting days 1994-1998: monthly annual data;

(xiii) Average waiting days per ship (gross and net) 1994-1998: monthly

and annual data;

(xiv) Berth occupancy rate (%) 1994-1998 General Cargo Berths: monthly

berth occupancy rate; average; monthly berth occupancy rate (compiled

on annual basis)

(xv) Berth occupancy rate (%) 1994-1998 - Mombasa Container Terminal:

monthly berth occupancy rate; average monthly berth occupancy rate

(compiled on annual basis);

(xvi) Number of Ships worked 1994-1998: monthly and annual data;

(xvii) Tonnages (DWT) of dry cargo handled (excluding transhipment)

1994-1998: monthly and annual data (Deep Sea; Coasters; total);

(xviii) Average tonnage per ship working day 1994-1998 ( DWT): monthly

and annual data;

(xix) Tons (DWT) of dry cargo handled per ship working 1994-1998:

monthly data; average monthly tonnages handled (compiled on annual

basis)

(xx) Deep Sea Turnround (ship days in Port) 1994-1998: monthly and

annual data;

(xxi) Ship working days (number of days) 1994-1998: monthly and annual

data;

(xxii) Average Port days per ship (number of days per ship) 1994-1998:

monthly and annual data;
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(xxiii) Average ship working days 1994-1998: monthly and annual data;

(xxiv) Number of gangs employed 1994-1998: monthly and annual data;

(xxv) Gang performance (Average DWT per gang shift) 1994-1998; monthly

and annual data;

(xxvi) Average tons (DWT) of dry cargo handled per gang hour 1994-1998:

monthly and annual data

(xxvii) Average berth throughput handled at General Cargo berths (DWT)

1994-1998: monthly and annual data

(xxviii) Average coaster berth throughput (DWT) 1994-1998: monthly and

annual data;

(xxix) Average bulk specialised berth throughput (DWT) 1994-1998:

monthly and annual data;

(xxx) Tons (DWT) handled per metre of berth 1994-1998: monthly data;

average monthly tonnages handled (compiled on annual basis).

(xxxi) Inland Container Depot- Nairobi Container Traffic in TEU's 1994-1998,

by container status: imports (full); exports (full); empty; total;

(xxxii) ICD-Kisumu Container Traffic in TEU's 1994-1998, by container

status: imports (full) exports (full); empty; total

(xxxiii) Number of established posts by Division Management and unionis-

able as at 31/12/1998, by grade: MD' office; Human Resources

Division; Operations Office; Technical Services Division, Finance

Division; Total;

(xxxiv) Labour Turnover and wastage as at 31/12/1998, by grade: retirement

(old age); retirement (medical ground); retirement (public interest);

retirement (special scheme); forfeiture; dismissal; death; total;

(xxxv) Management staff age distribution as 31/12/1998: 25-29 (years old);

30-34; 35-39; 40-44; 45-49; 50-54; 55+;

(xxxvi) Patients attended to at the staff clinics 1998, by clinic: employees

(male; female); dependants (mothers; children; total); total all clinics;

(xxxvii) Bandari College: Number of participants by type of course: port

operations; technical training; management administration; other

courses;
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(xxxviii) Legal Services Department - Number of court cases 1994-1998:

brought forward; instituted; finalised; pending;

(xxxix) Berths, wharves and Jetties 1998: Berths (number; total length in

meters; draft; number of silos and capacity per silo for bulk cement

berths); lighterages and dhow wharves (number; total length in meters;

number of handling points); cased oil jetty (number; draft); explosive jetty

(handling lighters); dhow jetties (Old Port)

(xl) Sheds and stacking grounds 1998: Main Quay Transit Sheds (number,

total floor area in square meters), Back of Port Transit sheds (number-

total floor area in square meters: Passenger and Baggage Hall Sheds

(number; total floor area in square meters); cold store (number; total floor

area in square meters; capacity in meters; total number of chambers);

Lighterage Area Transit Sheds (number; total floor area in square

meters); customs warehouses (number; total floor area in square

meters); Container Terminal Nairobi in square meters; Container

Terminal-Kisumu in square meters; stashing grounds at yard 13/14 in

square meters; stacking grounds at yard 12 in square meters; stacking

ground at yard 314 in square meters;

(xli) Handling appliances 1998, by type of appliance (travelling cranes;

portal electric fixed cranes; electric overhead travelling cranes;

mobile cranes; gantry container cranes; under Hung JIB; floating

cranes): total in use as at 31/12/97; number withdrawn; number put in

service; number in use as at 31/12/98;

(xlii) Craft in service 1998, by type;

(xliii) Other Port facilities - Navigation aids and lights 1998, by station:

intensity range (CD); type, make:

(xliv) Operating and expenditure revenue 1994-1998, by revenue and

expenditure head: marime (shipping); stevedoring cargo; conventional

cargo; containerised; wharfage; handling; storage dry ports; other

operating revenue/expenditure; general charges; net revenue receipts/

charges;

(xlv) Claims statistics: arising from accidents and missing cargo 1998,

by type of claim (marime damage to ship) stevedoring, shore
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handling accidents, etc....): Claims brought forward from 1997

(number and amount); claims lodged in 1998 (number and amount);

claims paid in 1998 (number and amount); claims declined in 1998

(number and amount); claims declined as at 31/12/98 (number and

amount)

37. Ship's manifests constitute the main data source and are considered to be fairly

reliable in terms of content and coverage. Other sources include shipping orders, import

and export commodity statements and, monthly performance reports. Available port

statistics are presented according to the Standard International Trade Classification

(SITC) groupings, so as to facilitate inter-country comparisons at the sub-regional and

regional levels. At the same time, the COMESA Harmonized Coding System is being

introduced gradually, using the Harmonized System (HS) as a framework.

38. It is also important to mention that, as part of its efforts to improve the quality of

available statistics on container traffic, the KPA is exploring the possibility of putting in

place a container tracking system in the near future. In this connection, the mission

indicated that ECA will take the necessary steps in order to provide the KPA with

material on some of the best country experiences that have been identified in the

African region.

A. 4 AN OVERVIEW OF DIFFERENCES IDENTIFIED BETWEEN THE

STATISTICAL SYSTEMS IN PLACE IN THE THREE PORTS

39. It appears from the above review of statistical activities performed in the three

ports that the KPA maintains at present the widest coverage and highest frequency of

statistical information on port traffic and management. Indeed, the KPA generates and

disseminates, on monthly, quarterly and annual bases, a variety of data pertaining not

only to the port's traffic, productivity and operating revenue and expenditure, but also

to employees number, labour turnover and wastage, technical training provided,

medical and port facilities (patients attended to at staff clinics; available berths,

wharves, jetties, handling appliances, navigational aids and lights, sheds, stacking
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grounds and crafts in service), court cases and, claims arising from accidents and

missing cargo.

40. However, though measures of gang performance are yet to be compiled by the

Cargo Handling Corporation Limited (CHCL), the MPA collects, processes and releases

the widest range of data on cargo and operational performance, including information

on pre-berthing time, actual moves per ship hour, gross and net crane hours and

productivity and, vessels attaining productivity target by category of vessel. The review

of statistical activities performed in the three ports has shown that neither Port Reunion,

nor the KPA compile and disseminate data on crane productivity and actual moves per

ship hour.

41. On classification schemes, it should be recalled that, while introducing gradually

the COMESA Harmonized Coding System using the HS as a framework, the KPA

currently presents available port statistics according to the Standard International Trade

Classification (SITC) groupings so as to facilitate inter-country comparisons at the sub-

regional and regional levels. In this context, it is important to note that the NST

(Standard Commodity Classification for Transport Statistics), which is being used at

Port Reunion, is in conformity with the HS at a relatively aggregated level, while no

correspondence has been worked out yet between the MPA's commodity classification

scheme and the HS or any other international standard classification.

42. As regards major differences identified in the terminologies used, Port Reunion

compiles data on inbound and outbound traffic which are the two components of the

overall traffic of this port, while at the MPA and the KPA a clear distinction is made in

the total throughput breakdown between imports, exports and transit shipment, It should

also be mentioned that the terms "trans in" and "trans out" that appear in a number of

statistical data sets released by the MPA refer to inward and outward transit shipments

respectively. Other differences in the terminologies used seem to apply to quays and

berths, number of ship calls, ship arrivals and vessel's traffic.
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43. Total throughput is expressed in metric tons at Port Reunion and at the MPA,

While the unit used by the KPA to measure its overall traffic is the dead-weight tonne. It

is also to be noted that tare weight is included in cargo traffic at Port Reunion. Further

more, although Port Reunion classifies container tare weight according to contents, the

available data relate sometimes to the main commodity.

44. Data on the origin and destination of merchandise are not processed at the MPA,

white port statistics are fully computerized and readily available for users at Port

Reunion and at the KPA. Besides, the KPA seems to be the only Ports Authority that

currently explores the possibility of putting in place a container tracking system, as part

of its efforts to improve the quality of available statistics on container traffic.

45. Port Reunion and the KPA compile annual port traffic and management statistics

for the calendar year, while the MPA compiles them for the calendar year as well as for

the financial year. At the MPA, the Cargo Handling Corporation Limited (CHCL), through

its Central Planning Unit, plays a key role in the compilation, processing and

dissemination of the data. These activities are performed at Port Reunion and at the

KPA by the Public Works Department (DDE) and the Corporate Development

Department respectively.

46. Port traffic and management statistics are disseminated in the form of well

organized and packaged statistical bulletins at Port Reunion and at the KPA. At the

MPA, some of them (especially the data on financial and traffic results) are published in

the Annual Report of the Ports Authority. Annual data are released in a timely manner in

the three ports visited, while delays of eight to twelve weeks are experienced in the

availability or dissemination of monthly data at Port Reunion and at the KPA .
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B. GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR THE HARMONISATION OF PORT STATISTICS IN

PMAESA MEMBER STATES

B.1. FRAMEWORK FOR THE HARMONISATION

47. Although it was issued as long ago as 1979, the "Manual on a uniform system of

port statistics and performance indicators "prepared by the United Nations Conference

on Trade-and Development remains a very useful framework for the compilation, in an

harmonised manner, of port traffic and management statistics in PMAESA member

State. It goes without saying that UNCTAD Recommendations on Port Statistics should

be adapted, where necessary, to suit current national and sub-regional needs.

48. In this context, PMAESA members States could also use as guides two technical

publications entitled. "A Transport Database for Sub-saharan Africa - Report on stage

one" and "Measuring Port Performance and Production" respectively. Chapter 9 of the

first publication, which was prepared and released in June 1992 under the joint

auspices of the World Bank, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and

the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (EGA), provides a detailed analysis

of the needs for statistical data and key indicators relating to ports, shipping and inland

waterways and presents general recommendations for their compilation. The Report on

"Measuring Port Performance and Production" was prepared and presented by ECA to

the Sub-regional Meeting on Transport Facilitation along Transit Corridors and on

Transport Performance Indicators, which was convened by the Commission in

December 1998.

B.2. PORTS BASIC DATA COMPILATION AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAMME

49. Within the framework of their ports basic data compilation and dissemination

programme, the fact finding mission by ECA recommends that PMAESA member

States should concentrate their efforts on the following items:

(i) Port Inputs: deep water berths (number and length in meters); container

berths (number and length in meters); tanker berths (number only, as
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tanker berths are locations where oil is pumped in or out and the concept

of berth length is not too meaningful); cranes (number); forklift trucks

(number); tractors/trailers (number); other port infrastructure (wharves,

jetties, sheds and stacking grounds; crafts in service, etc.); employment

count (complete measure of the staff used to operate the port);

(ii) Port outputs: Cargo throughput by item in thousand tons: imports

(general cargo; containers; dry bulk, liquid bulk; total); exports (general

cargo, containers, dry bulk; liquid bulk; total; traffic by origin and

destination; cargo outputs units, container traffic in thousands of TEU's

(imports; exports; total), with breakdown of empty and full containers;

transit traffic in thousand tons (imports; exports; total of which: container

traffic in thousand tons and as % of total transit traffic); transit traffic as %

of total port throughput; transit traffic by country of origin or destination in

thousand tons; ship arrivals number (genera! cargo, container; dry bulk;

liquid bulk; total); transhipment; passenger traffic;

(iii) Financial performance: operating income (quays; ports; other; total);

operating expenses (quays; ports; other; total); operating expenses

(quays; ports; other; total); net operating income; interest; surplus/deficit

in monetary terms and as % of operating income); net operating income

before and after depreciation;

(iv) Damage and Missing Cargo claims and Personnel Injuries (number

and costs): claims made for damaged cargo (ships; cargo-ships; cargo-

shore storage: motor vehicles in port); missing cargo claims; claims

settled; court cases.

50. For some reasons, a limited number of port authorities may not be able to fully

implement the above basic data compilation programme in the near future. On the

other hand, the fact finding mission by ECA is of the view that the statistical systems

in place in the ports of Reunion, Mauritius and Mombasa for example may go well

beyond this programme and generate more detailed information on the inputs,

outputs and financial performance of the three ports.
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51. PMAESA Ports Authorities are advised to take the necessary steps to ensure

that the data collected are fully computerized and readily available for users. These

should be disseminated in the form of well organized and backaged statistical bulletins,

that contain statistical series, graphs, clear and concise analyses of the data.

B.3. REFERENCE PERIOD AND FREQUENCY OF PORT TRAFFIC AND

MANAGEMENT STATISTICS

52. As already indicated, available port statistics could be used not only for the

management of the ports themselves, but also for other various purposes such as

formulation, monitoring and evaluation of national development plans, economic

analysis and research, compilation of the Balance of Payments and provision of inputs

for Annual Economic Reports. It is recommended therefore that the calendar year be

the reference period for annual port traffic and management statistics in PMAESA

member states.

53. As shipping companies and other entities are very keen in monitoring the short-

term trends of ports traffic; PMAESA Ports Authorities should also endeavour to compile

and disseminate monthly and quarterly statistics on their throughput.

B.4. COMMODITY CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES

54. The adoption by PMAESA Ports Authorities of a common commodity

classification scheme for the compilation and dissemination of port statistics will

facilitate inter-country comparisons and sub-regional cooperation in the field of maritime

transports'. In this context, the COMESA Harmonized Coding System which is being

introduced gradually at the KPA using the Harmonized System (HS) as a framework,

could be thoroughly reviewed and adapted, where necessary, to suit the needs of

PMAESA member States.

55. As an interim measure, PMAESA Ports Authorities are advised to work out, at an
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appropriate commodity detail level (for instance, two to four digit level), a

correspondence between their current commodity classification schemes and the

COMESA Harmonized Coding System l the HS.

B.5. COOPERATION BETWEEN PORT AUTHORITIES AND NATIONAL CUSTOMS

OFFICES

56. One of the major findings of the survey is the availability, at National Customs

Offices, of timely and reliable cargo statistics at the commodity level, including monthly

and annual data on commodity traffic by origin. These statistics are compiled from

customs declarations submitted by shipping companies and presented according to the

Harmonized System (HS).

57. It is essential therefore that appropriate mechanisms be established to ensure

close collaboration between port authorities and national customs offices, with a view to

improving the quality of port statistics in PMAESA member States.

B.6. KEY STATISTICAL INDICATORS

58. Raw port statistics do not allow measuring of efficiency and productivity of a port

because they do not relate outputs to inputs. The indicators attempt to overcome this

problem, and they should be calculated on a consistent basis over time in order to

monitor the performance progress of a port.

59. The ports that were visited by the ECA mission have provisions for the

calculation and compilation of port performance indicators but the terminology used

differ from port to port although the principle applied is the same. ECA had already

experimented with the ports of Mozambique and Senegal and tried to harmonize the

major port indicators to be used in African ports Differences in various approaches are

respected because of different operating conditions in different countries. Problems

normally do not arise in year-to-year comparisons within a country, but there can be

major problems which PMAESA secretariat may face in comparisons of performance

between various ports in various countries. To assist in overcoming such problems,
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ECA has prepared a set of the main port performance indicators, based on UNCTAD

Premier. The approved set of indicators is attached as annex I to this report.

60. Individual ports in the PMAESA sub-region could use the contents of the annex

as a basis for preparation and streamlining of their own performance indicators.
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ANNEX I

PERFORMANCE MEASURES/INDICATORS FOR

CARGO-HANDLING ON BOARD AND ON SHORE

1. Development of port statistics and performance indicators was one of

the activities undertaken by the Economic Commission for Africa <ECA), the

World Bank and the United Nations Development Programme, in collaboration

with pilot countries for the implementation of the ports data bank component

of Sub-Saharan African Transport Programme (SSATP). The section gives a

summary of productivity indicators which were developed under SSATP in

the field of ports. They focus mainly on berth occupancy as a measure of

facility utilization: average berth throughput per month and per ship working

day, as a measure of intensity of use and average turns handle per gang hour

and per employee as a partial labour productivity index. It must be

recognized that these productivity measures are not under the control of port

management. A reduction in trade due to micro economic factors will affect

port traffic and produce a deterioration in performance of these indicators

which are related to resource inputs which cannot be varied in the short

period, such as the number of berths.

2. (PMAESA) ports are free to review these indicators and select those

that suit their requirements. However, it must be recognized that statistics

for the calculation of these indicators must first be available.

la) Inter-port comparisons and norms

3. Performance indicators can be used either continuously or at a certain

point in time, and these two approaches serve different purposes.

Continuous indicators are used within the port and are concerned only with

that port in isolation. If performance declines, this is a bad thing, no matter

how that port compares with others. Any norms which are set up are the

port's own norms, and they take into account the many features of the port

(equipment, investment, geography, traffic) which are considered

characteristic and change only slowly, if at all.

4. One-shot indicators are snapshots in time that describe that port's

performance in absolute terms since a decision has to be made as to what, if

anything, is wrong. As such, they are the prerogative of the expert who is

called upon to make such a judgement from his experience based on other

ports, and he will be bound to be making comparisons. He will have his own

norms for comparison, but as an expert, he will know that the norms are

meaningless unless many other factors are taken into account (type of cargo

is, of course, the main one). He will, therefore also call for additional facts

before he can advise, but the berth group indicators will give him a

reasonable first impression.



(b) Use of performance indicators

5. The indicators must be able to show the following:

(a) How productively facilities/resources are being used, so that

corrective actions can be taken to prevent waste;

(b) How intensively facilities are being used, so that planners can

decide when extra facilities are needed; or when existing ones

can be expanded or improved upon;

(c) The quality of the service being given to the ship-owner;

(d) The quality of the service being given to the shipper. It should

be noted that the different character of each port, and of each

group of berths in the port, may mean that the port

management needs to select particular indicators from the set

and to attach its own special importance to each.

6. This emphasis on the berth group is vital. Firstly, break-bulk general

cargo berths must be kept separate from specialized classes of berth (and if

any of the "wrong ships" use the berths then this has to be recorded).

Secondly, different geographical groups of berths within the same class must

be kept separate; it is of little help to watch the average performance of a

mixture of scattered berths with different features. Wherever possible, a

berth group should correspond to the span of control of an operations

manager so that personal targets can be set for him. However, it must not

be forgotten that although different berth groups may enjoy a degree of

independence, they affect each other nevertheless.

7. While it is useful to watch any indicator in isolation to see if it

changes, no general conclusions can be drawn from any one indicator in

isolation.

(c) The primary indicators

8. As suggested a set of primary indicators is given in figures 1 to 6.

Figures are presented monthly in seven diagrams, and each diagram contains

several measures whose comparison is of interest.

1. INDICATORS OF BERTH THROUGHPUT

9. As already discussed and as indicated in Figure 1 below, berth

throughput tonnages can be described in several ways.



FIGURE 1

BERTH THROUGHPUT
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Source: UNCTAD Monograph on Port Management

10. Berth throughput measures the total tonnage of cargo handled at a

berth in a stated period. Berth throughput is usually expressed on a weekly,

monthly or annual basis. It does not, however, provide an indication of how

efficiently the facilities have been managed. Moreover, this measure only has

significance if it is further differentiated by stipulating the type of cargo

handled, the handling techniques used {e.g. grabs, conveyor belts,

conventional gear, container handling equipment), the route followed

(direct/or indirect route) and the units of measurement (weight tonnes,

freight tonnes, measurement tonnes). It is basically a measure of "activity"

on a facility.

11. The most useful measure of how fully the berth facilities throughput

are being used as given by the first primary indicator:

(a) Tonnage handled per berth

12. This is defined as the total amount of cargo discharged from and

loaded onto all ships and barges tied up alongside all the berths in the group,

divided by the number of berths in the group. Tonnage worked overside is



included, but tonnage worked by ships double-banked (abreast) is not, since

it is equivalent to working at moorings and is normally no measure of the use

of the berth facilities themselves. The group of berths should be adjacent,

and of a similar character (either break-bulk, ore, container, etc., but not a

mixture of these) Tonnage should be a measure of weight (unlike freight

tons which may be based on volume), and the trend is towards the metric

ton (1,000 kilograms). The figure should be presented monthly and annually.

There is little point in producing a weekly figure since ship-by-ship

fluctuations will tend to swamp any real performance fluctuations.

13. There are a number of secondary indicators which can be used to

investigate the reason for an unusual level of tonnage handled:

(a) (i) Tonnage handled per metre of quay

As (a), divided by the average berth length in the group (or, which is

the same thing, the total tonnage divided by the total quay length of

the berth group).

(a) (ii) Over-quay throughput

As (a), but excluding all overside working. That is, the tonnage which

passed across the quay wall in either direction from any ship or barge.

This is particularly useful in seeing to what extent the overside

working is influencing the throughput figure. Overside working cannot

normally be avoided but with the exception of direct delivery by barge,

it involves double handling and hence extra cost.

(a) (iii) Over-quay throughput per meter

This is the over-quay throughput per berth defined in (a) (ii) above,

divided by the average berth length. A further indicator which

provides a useful link between the indicators mentioned above, and

which can explain differences, is, again for each group of berths:

/gj /jw\ Average ship length

Average berth length

Observation of this indicator year by year will reveal whether ship

lengths are changing sufficiently to influence the design of future

berths, or, in the extreme,, whether the division of the quay length

into a different number of berths is advisable.



2. INDICATORS OF SHIP TURN-ROUND TIME

(b) Total time in port

14. From the point of view of the shipowner, and hence of the port

authority in trying to judge how good a service is being given to ships,

the total ship turn-round time in port is the primary indicator. As a

shipowner is concerned with the total time a vessel spends in port, the

ratio of waiting time to service time has little meaning. For example, two

ports could have the same ratios yet the total turn-round times could be

vastly different. Thus, it is wiser to keep both these times as separate

indicators and not to divide one by the other. There is, furthermore, so

much difference between the economics of different ship/port operations

that to set up a norm for this ratio has little meaning. However, although

waiting time and service time are kept separate, it is convenient to plot

them both in the same diagram, as shown in figure 2 below:

FIGURE 3

SHIP TURNROUND TIME

(Average)
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Source: UNCTAD Monograph on Port Management

15. The definitions of these further indicators are:

(b) (i) Waiting time



3.

This is the average time a ship spends between arriving at the port

and arriving at the berth where cargo-handling is to take place.

(b) (ii) Service time

This is the total time spent at the berth, including all idle times. When

ships are permitted to stay at the berth at their own request although

they could have vacated it, for example, at a terminal port, then this

additional lying-up time may also need to be shown separately.

Both measures must be in the same unit, either hours or days, but

preferably the former. They are calculated only for those ships calling

at that berth group, even though the waiting time indicator may be

strongly influenced by the performance of another group of berths, if

the two share the same class of ship.

INDICATORS OF BERTH OCCUPANCY

16. Berth occupancy {See figure 3) taken by itself is a particularly

dangerous basis for decision-making. This is in the first place because high

berth occupancy can be either a good thing or a bad thing: it is good, if

ships lie at berths when they want to, paying dues and with no other ship

waiting; it is bad if there is no freedom to use the right berth for the right

ship because there is always a queue. In the second place a reduction in

berth occupancy can be the result of either good or bad policies: good, if

they mean faster working, bad, if they mean that high costs are sending

ships to another port. Finally, the danger lies in the difficulty of agreeing on

a definition.

Figure 3. Alternative Definitions of Berth Occupancy

SHIP

Hours during which

work normally takes

place (C}

AH hours (D)

Hours working at Berth A

- ~ Utilization of

B Working time

* = Net Berth

8 Utilization

Total Hours at the Berth (B)

- = is not meaningful
c

§ = Gross berth occupancy
D

17. There are three possible definitions of berth occupancy, as shown in

figure 3 The most useful single primary indicator, which gives an estimate

of the leve! of demand of the berth group, is taken from the bottom right-

hand corner of figure 3 It is the gross berth occupancy, described below.



{c} Gross rate of berth occupancy

18. The definition of this is the total number of hours the berths were

occupied by a ship (or by a group of barges equivalent to a ship), divided

by the total number of hours (24 hours per day, 7 days per week) and by

the number of berths in the group,

19, In figure 4 this is plotted as the total shaded portion - for example,

the first month's figure is 75 per cent gross berth occupancy.

FIGURE 4

BERTH OCCUPANCY

M

Source: UNCTAD Monograph on Port Management

20. Also shown in 4 are some secondary indicators, all expressed as

percentages of the total time:

(c) (i) Hours spent by ships at the berth actually working.

(c) (ii) Hours spent by ships at the berth not working during

normal working hours (which could have been worked).

(c) (iii) Hours spent by ships at the berth not working outside

normal working hours.

21. It will be seen that (c) (i), (c) (ii) and (c) (iii) naturally total up to

(c), and it should be very clear to port managers what the significance of

this breakdown is.



22. As mentioned earlier, some cargo-handling berth groups may suffer

substantially from being occupied by the "wrong ships" - passenger ships,

car ferries, naval vessels, vessels in port for bunkering and repair, or bulk

cargo ships using break-bulk berths, etc. This false occupation of the

berths will distort the relation between berth occupancy and annual

tonnage handled and when it becomes substantial it should be recorded

separately as a further indicator:

(c) (iv) Hours spent at the berths by ships berthed for reasons

other than the primary purpose for which the berth group is

intended.

4 INDICATORS OF SHIP PRODUCTIVITY

23. The speed at which ships are worked is a further important measure

of performance. There are many possible primary indicators, but it is

suggested that the tons per hour when working (see figure 6) is the

clearest indicator of the cargo-handling efficiency of the berths. This

means the total tonnage of all gangs, and thus takes into account both the

intensity of allocating gangs and the hourly productivity of each gang.

The recommended primary indicators are therefore:

(a) Tons per ship working hour

24. This is the average tonnage per ship discharged or loaded, divided

by the average number of hours per ship spent in discharging or loading.

FIGURE 5

PRODUCTIVITY
I o.rpart ind baiYi lime

Source: UNCTAD Monograph on Port Management



25 Ship output measures give a clear indication of how good cargo-

handling operations are. Nevertheless, these figures still require the same

differentiation as mentioned for berth throughput. The more frequently

used measures include:

Tonnes per ship working hour;

Tonnes per ship hour at berth;

Tonnes per ship hour in port.

26. Large differences between these values will indicate considerable

time losses for the ship at the berth or in the port.

27. There are two secondary indicators which are almost as significant

and which can be presented, as in Figure 5. They are given less

importance here because they provide only back-up information which can

already be deduced from indicators (b) (i) and (c) (i) - (c) (iii). They are:

(d) (i) Tons per ship hour at berth

This is (d) modified by including all the hours the ship spent at the

berth not working and will be lower to the extent that the ships

were not worked 24 hours a day. It is calculated by dividing

average tonnage by average service time; and

{d) (it) Tons per ship hour in port

This is (d) modified further to include all hours in port, and will be

lower than (d) (i) according to the extent that ships wait for berths.

28. In addition, when there is a need to investigate in greater detail the

reasons for a deviation in productivity, there is much to be gained if the

port management has access to the same figures ship-by-ship, and cargo-

class by cargo-class. These breakdowns will all be obtainable from the

same basic data, but will need extra effort to maintain.

29. A simplified example may well illustrate the importance of

comparing these three measures. Let us assume that a vessel arrived in

port at 4 a.m., berthed at 5 a.m., started working at 8 a.m., finished

operations at 6 p.m., left berth at 11 p.m. and left port at midnight, and

that during her stay she handled a total of 1,000 tonnes of general cargo.

The respective output measures would then be:

Tonnes per ship working hour: 1,000 tonnes/10 hours = 100 tonnes/hour;
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Tonnes per ship hour at berth: 1,000 tonnes/18 hours = 55 tonnes/hour;

Tonnes per ship hour in port: 1,000 tonnes/20 hours = 50 tonnes/hour.

Many ship operators will also calculate the following:

Ship output per 24 hours in port: 1,000 tonnes x 24 hours = 1,200 tonnes/

20 hours per 24 hours.

30. In this very simplified example it is obvious that the gap between 55

tonnes per hour at berth and the 100 tonnes per ship working hour points

to waste of time at the berth, when the vessel is not being operated.

Although this example does not permit the pinpointing of the exact

reasons why the ship registered a considerable amount of non-operational

time, the port traffic manager certainly should be motivated to investigate

the underlying causes and take the necessary remedial action.

31. Three further indicators can explain a good deal about the reasons

for high or low ship productivity.

They are:

(d) (iii) Average number of gangs employed per ship per shift

(d) (iv) Average tonnage per ship discharged or loaded

Discharge and loading tonnages are best kept separate, since the

object of this indicator is to watch the length of continuity of the

operation. This continuity is one of the main factors determining

the speed of cargo-handling which the port can obtain; and

(d) (v} Tons per gang-hour

This is a good indicator (See figure 6) but must, of course, be

maintained separately for each main cargo class.

32. It is a measure of gang output. This is the average quantity (tonnes)

of cargo handled by a gang in a certain time interval, normally an hour.

This then is the most significant value regarding the performance of

labour, although once more the bare "tonnes per gang-hour" measure

needs to be completed by explanatory data on such factors as the gang

composition, the cargoes worked, the ship's configuration and many

others before any valid conclusions can be arrived at. One more refinement

certain analysts aim for is to express output in man/hours rather than

gang/hours, thus eliminating the distorting factor "gang composition". It

may also be worthwhile emphasizing that in container terminals, output is
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now measured in "containers per gross or net crane hour", as the notion

of a gang in such operations is no longer a realistic one.

5. INDICATORS OF LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY

33. This report is confined to operational matters only, and cost

analyses are outside its scope. However, any operational analysis would

be incomplete without considering the level of manning which was used to

achieve the productivity. To avoid all difficulties of calculation, a simple

indicator can be built by considering the total labour bill for the berth group

during the period. This figure should not be too difficult to produce. The

extent to which supervisory staff are included, the question of including

stevedoring labour, and many other variations, can be decided according

to local preference, but the essential thing is that the same basis for

calculation should be used each month.

FIGURE 7

PRODUCTIVITY
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Source: UNCTAD Monograph on Port Management

(e) Labour cost per ton

34. This is obtained by dividing the total cost of labour employed at the

berth group (including gangs on the ship, on the quay and in the sheds),

by the total tonnage handled during the same period.



Annex II

COMMODITY CODES

03 510

PORT REUNION

OTHER VEGETABLES AND FRUITS

Apples

0 Other Fresh Fruits

Other Fresh or Frozen Vegetables

Group 04 TEXTILES

04 200 Cotton

04 500 Other Textile Piant Fibers

04 990 Rass and Waste of Textile Materials

Group 05 WOOD .AND CORK

05 601 Wood Sleepers

05 602 Wooden Poles

790 Fuel Wood. Charcoal and Cork

Group 09

OTHER ANIMAL OR VEGETABLE RAW

MATERIALS

09 190 Raw Skins and Pelts

09 990

Group 11

Other Non-Edible Raw Vegetable and animal

Products

SUGARS

100 Raw Suaar

1 200 Refined Suuar

>00 Molasses

Group BEVERAGES

190 Wine

12 200 Beer

12 510

12 590

Rum

Other Alcoholic Bevoraees

12891 Non Alcoholic Beverages

12 892 Powdered Bevcracos

* I I



Annex II

COMMODITY CODES *

PORT REUNION

Group 13

13 100

13 290

13 390

13 400

13 500

13 690

13 990

13 991

13 992

Group 14

14 190

14210

1-220

14 290

14 300

14 490

14491

14 492

14 493

14 590

14 600

14 701

14 702

14 800

Group 16

16 190

16 191

16 192

16 200

16?01

16 302

16 4^0

16 5«0

16 690

Group IT

17 100

17 200

17 oo()

Group IS

18 110

18 l°0

18 290

STIMULANTS AND SPICES

Coffee

Cocoa and Chocolate

Tea. Mate. Spices

Unmanufactured Tobacco and Tobacco Refuse

Manufactured Tobacco

Glucose. Dextrose. Other Sugars. Sugars.

Confectioner.'. Honey

Other Food Preparation

Miscellaneous Food Preparations

Frozen Food Preparations

PERISHABLE FOODSTLTFS

Meat (Fresh or Frozen)

Seafood (Fresh or Frozen)

Cod (salted or Dried)

Fish (Salted or Smoked)

Fresh Milk and Cream

Long Lasting Milk. Butter. Cheese

Long Lasting Milk.

Butter and Cheese

Powdered Milk

Margarine and Lard

Eggs

Pork Butchery

Meat Preparations and Preserves

Seafood Preparations and Preserves

NON-PERISHABLE FOODSTLTFS

Flour Cereal Meal and Groats

Flour

Cereal Meal and Groats

Malt

Biscuits and Confectionery

Other Cereal Preparations

Fruit Preparations and Preserves

Dried Vegetables

Vegetable Preparations and Preserves

ANIMAL FEED .AND FOOD WASTE

PRODUCTS

Straw. Hav and Fodder

Oil Cakes

Bran and Bv-Products

OIL SEEDS AND OLEAGINOUS FRUITS

AND FATS

Peanuts

Other Oil-Seed Fats

Animal and Vegetable Fats and Oils



Annex II

COMMODITY CODES *

Group 21

PORT REUNION

COAL

190 Coal

Group 22 LIGNITE AND PEAT

22 400

Group 32

Peat

FUEL DERIVATIVES

32 100 Motor Spirit

32 390 Kerosene. 5ct Fuei and White Spirit

32 590 Distillate Fuels

52 700 Residual Fuei Oils

Group 33

GASEOUS HYDROCARBONS, LIQUID

OR COMPRESSED

33 090 Gaseous Hydrocarbons. Liquid or Compressed

Group 34 NON-FUEL DERIVATIVES

34 100 LubncatinE oils and Greases

34 390 Petroleum Bitumen and Bituminous Mixtures

34 990

Group 45

Other Non-Fuel Petroleum Derivatives

NON-FERROUS ORES ANT) WASTE

45 100 Non Ferrous Meta! Waste

45 990 Other Non-Ferrous Ores and Concentrates

Group 46

IRON AND STEEL WASTE FOR

REMELTING AND BLAST-FURNACE

DUST

46 200 Iron and Steel Waste tor Remeltmsj

NST 5 - METALS PRODUCTS

Group 5 PIG IRON AND CRUDE STEEL

51 200 Pis Iron

Group 53

SEMI-FINISHED ROLLED STEEL

PRODUCTS

53 290 Hot Rolled or Hot Shaped Steel

53 300 Cold Rolled or Cold Shaped Steel

53 500 Wire Rod

53 600 Steei Iron and Steel Wire

53 700

Steel Rail and Railway &. Tramua\ Track-

Construction Material

Group 54

STEEL SHEETS. PLATES. HOOP AND

STRIP

54 200 Sheets and Plates of Steel for Re-Rollina

54 300 Other Steel Plates and Sheets

54 500 Steel Hoop and Strip. Tinplatc

54 600 Other Steel Hoop and Strip

. 1 1



COMMODITY CODES

PORT REUNION

Groupe 55

TUBES, PIPES, IRON AND STEEL

CASTINGS AND FORGINGS

55 100 Tubes, Pipes and Fittings

55 200 Iron and Steel Castings and Forgings

Groupe 56 NON-FERROUS METALS

56 100 Copper and Copper Alloys

56 200 Aluminium and Aluminium Allovs

SAND, GRAVEL. CLAY AND SLAG

Sand for Industrial use

61200 Ordinary Sand and Gravel

61 300 Pumice Stone

61 500 Scoria

Groupe 62 S.ALT, IRON PYRITES. SULPHUR

62 100 Salt Crude or Refined

62 290 Unburnt Iron Ore

62 300 Sulphur

Groupe 63

OTHER STONE, EARTHS AND

MINERALS

63 190 Crushed or Broken Stone

63 200 Building and Monumental Stone

63 390 Gypsum

63 400 Chalk

63 990 Clinker

Groupe 64 CEMENT AND LIME

64 100 Cement

64 200 Lime

Groupe 65 PLASTERS

65 000 Plasters

Groupe 69

OTHER MANUFACTURED BUILDING

MATERIALS

69 100 Pumice Stone Agglomerates

Bricks. Roofing Tiles and Other Ceramic

69 290 Building Materials

ii iiHiiii i
Groupe 71 |™TuSjL FERTILIZERS

71200 "Natural Raw Phosphates

71 300 Potash

71900 Other Natural Fertilizers

Groupe 72 CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS

72 900 Composite and Other Manufactured Fertilizers



COMMODITY CODES *

PORT REUNION

Groupe 81 BASIC CHEMICALS

81 100 Sulphuric Acid. Oleum

81 200 Caustic Soda and Soda Lve

81 300 Sodium Carbonate (Soda Ash)

81 400 Calcium Carbide

81 910 Industrial Alcohols

81 990 Other Basic Chemicals

Groupe 84 PAPER PULP AND WASTE PAPER

84 100 Paper Pulp

84 200 Paper Waste and Scrap

Groupe 89 OTHER CHEMICAL PRODUCTS

89 100 Plastic Material. Umvorked

89 290 Colouring Products and Paint?

89 291 Colourina Products

89 292 Paints

89 391 Medicial and Pharmaceutical Products

89 392 Soap. Perfume and Health Products

89 393 Cleansing Preparations

89 400 Manufacted Explosives for Hunting

89 690 Other Chemical Products and Preparations

Groupe 93 TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT

91 010 Cars

91 021 Vans and Commercial Vehicles

91 022 Trucks

91 023 Coaches and Buses

91030 Railway Rollins Stock

91 091 Bicvcles

91 092 Mopeds

9] 093 Motorcycles

91 094 Other Transport Equipment

Groupe 92

TRACTORS, AGRICULTURAL

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT

92 000 Tractors. Agricultural Machinery and Equipment

Groupe 93

OTHER APPLIANCES. ENGINES AND

PARTS

93 103 Electrial Appliances

93 102 Audio Visual Products

93 103 Other Electrical Equipment

93 104 Electrial Appliances Parts

93 105 Small Electrical Parts (Bulbs. Etc.

93 990 Other Appliances

NST 1968 Francais - Nomenclature uniforme des marchandises Dour les statistiaues de TransDons (Standard



COMMODITY CODES *

PORT REUNION

93 991

93 992

Groupe 94

94 101

94 102

94 103

94 900

Groupe 95

95 100

95 291

95 292

Groupe 96

96 102

96 290

96 300

Groupe 97

97 191

97 192

97 193

97 200

97 300

97 400

97 500

97 501

97 502

97 690

97 691

97 692

97 900

97 901

97 902

Groupe 99

99 110

99 200

99 300

99 400

99 910

99 990

99 992

99 993

Non Electrical Commercial Equipment

Non Electrical Equipment Parts

MANUFACTURERS OF METAL

Metal Finished Structural Parts

Ceramic Finished Structural Parts

Plastic Finished Structural Parts

Other Manufacturers of Metal

GLASS, GLASSWARE, CERAMIC

PRODUCTS

Glass

Empty Glass Bottles

Other Glassware. Potters

LEATHER, TEXTILES AND CLOTHING

Leather, Manufacturers of Leather

Textile Yarn and Fabrics

Clothes and Shoes

OTHER MANUFACTURES ARTICLES

Tyres

Rubber Clothes

Other Rubber Articles

Paper and Paperboard. Unworked

Paper and Paperboard Manufactures

Printed Matter

Furniture and Furnishings

Desks and Shelves

Other Wooden Furnitures

Wooden Articles (Excluding Furniture)

Plywood

Other Wooden Articles

Other Manufactures

Toys

Miscellaneous Manufactures

MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES

Emptv Containers

Construction Material, Fairground Vehicles and

Equipment, Used

Removal Equipment

Gold, Coins, Medals

Private Cars

Transshipment

LCL Cargo

Non Specified Manufactured Goods

NST 1968 Francais - Nomenclature uniforme des marchandises pour les statistiques de Transports (Standard



COMMODITY CODES

KENYA PORTS AUTHORITY

iilsHmjKSlSl

0005

0009

0011

0013

0014

0027

0028

0029

0031

003?

0038

0040

0044

0045

0046

0047

0048

0049

0059

0060

0061

0072

0083

0085

0086

0087

0090

0093

0096

0097

0100

0110

0111

0120

0121

0140

0160

0161

0170

0171

0180

0181

0182

0183

0184

0185

0186

1 A10f1 1
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Bees Wax

! ||i
S SSsSS a BSBJ

b mi

Slats Cases or Bags

Cheese

Cassava

Cassava Meal «& Flour

Gum Arabic

Gum Copal

Hav and Forase

Hippo Teeth

Ivory Elephant

Meat Tinned & Canned (NOE)

Mangrove Bark

Oil (NOE)

Potatoes

Provisions Fish

Cinchona Bark

Returned Empties (Cylinders)

Rhino Horns

Papain

Shells Marine

Shells Tortoise

Wheat Meal or Flour

Charcoal in Bags

Meat (NOE) Chilled or Frozen & Meat Prod

Meat Dried

Meat Meal

Fats

Hair

Pvrethrum

Pvrethrum Marc

Condensed Milk/Preserved Mil

Butter & Ghee

Butter & Ghee for Ships Cold Store

Foodstuffs (NOE)

Soya Beans (Bulk)

Groundnuts

Wheat in Bags

Wheat in Bulk

Rice in Bags

Rice in Bulk

Maize in Bags

Maize in Bulk

Maize Meal & Flour

Meal & Flour (NOE)

Cereals Bulk

Cereals Bagged

All Direct Cargo (Others)
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COMMODITY CODES

KENYA PORTS AUTHORITY

0194

0196

0198

0200

0210

0211

0212

0220

0221

0230

0240

0250

0251

0252

0253

0260

0261

0270

0280

0281

0290

0291

0292

0300

0301

0302

0303

0304

0305

0306

0310

0320

0330

0340

0350

0370

0380

0381

0382

0390

0395

1010

1020

1030

1040

1041

1111

Dried Fruits

Fruit Juice

Fruit Canned

Chillies

Sugar in Bags

Sugar in Bulk

Sugar Juggen

Salt in Baes

Salt in Bulk

Spices

Cocoa

Coffee in Baas

Coffee in Bulk

Coffee Raw

Coffee Prepared

Tea in Bags or Boxes/Cases

Tea in Bulk

Bran

Cashew Nuts

Cashew Nuts in Bulk

Beans, Peas. Pulses

Peas

Pulses

Meat & Meat Products

Bacon/Salt Pork or Products thereof

Beef Extracts

Beef Powder

Blood Meal

Bone Meal

Ham

Cattle

Goats

Sheep

Wild Animais

Molasses in Bulk

Flavours

Sea Foods Frozen

Bechedemer (Jongoo)

Fish Salted Pickled or Dried

Sorghum

Garlic & Onions

Wines. Spirits in Cases & Drums

Ale Beer & Stout

Malt

Tobacco

Cigarettes
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COMMODITY CODES

KENYA PORTS AUTHORITY

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2030

2031

iiKiiE l\
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2040

2041

2042

2045

2050

2060

2062

2063

2070

207)

2072

2073

2074

2075

2080

2100

2101

2102

2103

2104

2105

2106

2107

2200

2210

2300

2310

2320

2321

2400

2410

2500

2501

2510

2515

2518

2600

2601

2602

2603

Hides & Skins Drv & Salted

Hides & Skins others

Hides and Skins Wet

Sheep Skin

Goats Skin

Timber

\
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V

Voc

Vat

>d

tie

-loonng Blocks & Strips

Bark

Wattle Bark Bales

Wattle Bark Dust in Batis

Wattle Extract

Wool

Cotton Raw

Cotton Lint

Cotton Ravon. Art Silk & Silk Goods

Sisal

Sisal Raw

Sisal Rope

Sisal Twine

Sisal Cable & Cordaac

Sisal Waste & Reject

Pvrethrum

Seed Wheat

Seed Cotton

Seed Maize

Seed Castor

SEED Sesame

Seed Grass

Seed Others

Seed Flux (Linseed)

Mining & Quarry Products

Flourspar in Bulk

Rolls Printing Paper

Kraft Paper m Jumbo Rolfs

Pulp

Paper Bags. Boxes & Other Paper Container

hardboards in Crates

Soft Board in Crates

Iron Ore

Nails. Tubs. Rivets. Belts

Aluminium

Aluminium Household Goods

Aluminium Sheets

Fibres

Flux Fibre

Flux Tow

Phormium Tenax Fibre
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COMMODITY CODES

KENYA PORTS AUTHORITY

2700 Rubber

2710 Bixa Powder

2720

2730

Sanitarv Wares

Caustic Soda

2740 Dve Stuffs

2750 Inks

2760 Soda Ash

2770 Cedar Slat in CS/BLK

2780 Copra

2781 Copra Cake

2790 Seed Annator

2800 Papain

3010

301

Lub. Oils in CS/Drum

Lub. Oil in Bulk

3020 Petroleum Oil Prods

3021 Petroleum Oil Bulk

3100 Bunker Oils

311 Fuel/Diese! Oil Bulk

3112 JetAl

3211 Kerosene Oil in Bulk

3212 Kerosene Oil in Drums

3221 Crude Oil in Bulk

3222 Oiis in Bulk (Others)

3223 Oils in Drums

3224 White Spirit

3311 Liquid Gas in Bulk

3411 Coal in Bulk

3500 Coke

3600 Bitumen Drum

3601 Bitumen Bulk

3700 Bulk Oils

4110 Palm Oil in Drums

4111

4120

Palm Oil in Bulk

Tallow in Drums

4121 Tallow in Bulk

4210 Crude Coconut Oil in CS/DS

4211 Crude Coconut Oil in Bulk

4212 Coconuts

4213 Coconut Sheils Crushed

4310 Cashew nuts Shell Oil

4311 Cashew nuts

4410 Beeswax

4510 Cake Oil Seeds

4610 Sova Beans Meal

4710 Other Seed Oil in Bulk

4810 Butter C.C

4820 Butter Tinned



COMMODITY CODES

KENYA PORTS AUTHORITY

4850 Cheese

4860 Ghee C.C.

4861 Ghee Tinned

4871 Oiiseed Cake Cotton

4872 Oilseed Cake Sim sun

4873 Oilseed Cake Coconut

4874 Oilseed Cake Groundnuts

4875 Oil Sim sim

4900 Essential Oil

4901 Crude Glvcerine

5110 Fertilisers in Bass

5111 Fertilisers in Bulk

5210 Turpentine in cases/drums

521 Turpentine in bulk

5310 Sulphur in Bags

53 Sulphur in Bulk

5400 Medicines

5401 Veterinary Medicines

5402 Medical Equipment

5410 Drugs

5500 Insecticides in Drums

5611 Alkane in Bulk

5620 Manganese

5630 Carbon Black

5710 Magadi Soda Bagged

5711 Magadi Soda in Bulk

5800

5900

Chemical others

Explosives

5910 Tanning & Textile Su

5920 Additives

5930 Acids

6010 Textiles

6020 Synthetic Materials

6100 GCI Sheets

6110 Asbestos Sheets

6210 Cement in Bags

6211 Cement in Bulk

6212 Bunkerine & Bunkers

6221 Cement Clinkers Bulk

6231 G\psum Rock in Bulk

6310 Iron & Steel

6320 Iron Billets

6321 iron & Steel Bars

6322 Iron & Steel Slabs

6323 Iron & Steel Joists

6324 Iron &. Steel Girdle*
n.



COMMODITY CODES

KENYA PORTS AUTHORITY

6326 Steel Windows

6327 Steel Other Assembled Structures

6330 Zinc Ingots

6410 Paper

6420 Printed Materials

6510 Leather

6511 Tanned Leather

6520 Shoes

6600 Gunnies

6650 Empties (Bottles)

.*m
6700 Pipes & Fittings

6800

6900

Cordage Bags

Other Manufactures Goods

6901 Goods (not manufactured)

6902 Goods (NOE) on an ad vaiorem R/L

6910 Drv Cell Batteries

6920 Education Materials

6930 COMMUNICATION Equipment

6940 Sports Equipment

6950 Resins

6960 Safety Equipment

7100 Motor Vehicles

7101 Lorries & Trailers

7102 Motorcycles

7103 Motorcvcies Parts

7104 Bicvcles

7105 Bicycles Parts

7110 Vehicles T\pes/Tubes

7120 Vehicles Spares/Ban

7130 CKD

7200 Agricultural Machines

7210 Tractors

7300 Arms & Ammunition

7400 Machinery

7450 Construction Equipment

7500 Rail & Sleepers

7510 Railway Materials

7600 Boats

7700 Steel Coils

7800 Iron Ware

8100 Personal Effects

8200 Scrap Metals in Bulk

8201 Scrap Metals (Bundles)

8202 Scrap Metals Drums



COMMODITY CODES

KENYA PORTS AUTHORITY

8204 Scrap Metals Bags

8300 Currencv

8400 Pkgs. not Classified

8500 Household Goods

8501 Domestic Products

mm

8600 Photographic Equipment

8700 Paint

8800 Radios & TVs

8900 Hand tools

8910 Moulds

8920

8930

Used Clothins

Safetv Matches

WM

8940 Glass

8941 Bottles (Glass) & Container Bottles




